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14 Editor’s Note
16 Publisher’s Note
22 middies • Mentors in Design

Honoring those who share their
time, wisdom, and expertise with
the next generation.

28 visit • Thayne Emrich

The interior designer creates a
bold but harmonious dichotomy
by juxtaposing a cool, sleek
kitchen with his home’s
traditional bones.

37 selections • Favorite Things

Picks for impromptu entertaining
or a cozy night at home.

46 kitchen • It’s Personal

Understated, well-equipped, and
versatile, the 2012 culinary center
is all about individuality.

54 places • A Welcoming Renewal
The African Meeting House on
Boston’s Beacon Hill is restored
to its former elegance, simplicity,
and warmth.

60 art • Dream Weavers

At Rhode Island’s Saunderstown
Weaving School, an enchanting
barn holds everything a serious
student needs.

66 icon • Piled With Pride

TOP ROW, FROM LEFT: GREG PREMRU, JOEL BENJAMIN, PETER VANDERWARKER
BOTTOM ROW, FROM LEFT: NAT REA, ERIC ROTH, ERIC ROTH
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70 green essentials •

Materials get scrappy, a dog
haven, laundry day, and winter
farmers’ markets.

108 compendium • Finding

seasonal happiness with an
afternoon tea and volumes
of domestic history.

110 resources
110 advertiser index
112 take note • A Little Ice

Music Bring on the snow and
relentless cold — now winter
has its chimes.

For New Englanders, stocking
the woodpile is a science, but
stacking it is an art.

SIDEWALKS TO COUNTERTOPS • No longer just reserved for lofts and art galleries, concrete has become a versatile material fit for every design
aesthetic. Sure, it’s still a minimalist’s ideal, raw and pared-down, but it is making its way into more and more unexpected places — like on the
kitchen island of a Zen-like Rhode Island family home (Page 84) and on the floors and sink vanities in a Martha’s Vineyard retreat (Page 100).
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